
ARTICLE V. MUNICIPAL PRODUCE MARKET 

Sec. 94-356.     Definitions. 
The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings ascribed to them in 
this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 
Artisan dealer. A person who offers for sale products which he makes. 
Dealer. An artisan, floral, merchandise or wholesale produce dealer, whichever is applicable. 
Establishment. A building, freight car, vacant lot, stand, vehicle, or other place where produce is offered for sale at 
wholesale. 
Floral dealer. A person who offers for sale plants. 
Load. That amount of products which is contained in a vehicle at time of entry into the municipal produce market. 
Merchandise dealer. A person who offers for sale any product for which a special license is not required under 
this article. 
Municipal produce market. That area which is described in section 94-359 and designated by the market 
manager as a public market place. 
Plant. A flower or potted plant or bedding plant. 
Produce. A fruit or vegetable. 
Producer. A person who offers for sale produce which he has raised, grown, or produced on land which he or a 
member of his immediate family owns or leases. 
Sale at wholesale. A transaction in which produce is sold to a retailer for resale or to someone other than the 
ultimate consumer. 
Special event. A market activity which is at a time and place designated by the market manager to promote public 
awareness of the municipal produce market and which is not an ordinary market activity. 
Stall. A marked or unmarked area which is designated by the market manager as a place for parking a vehicle for 
the purpose of offering for sale produce or other products. 
Street. A public street, alley, sidewalk, parkway or other public property. 
Vehicle. Every device in, upon, or by which a person or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a 
highway, including devices moved by human power. 
Wholesale produce dealer. A person who: 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-356; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-357.     Penalty for violation. 
Any person who violates section 94-363 shall be subject to a fine as provided in section 1-14. Any person 
violating any of the other sections of this article shall be subject to suspension or loss of stall tenure in 
accordance with the rules and regulations promulgated under this article. (2001 Code, sec. 94-357; Ordinance 
28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-358.     Use of streets for sales of produce. 
It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in the sale of vegetables, produce, or other perishable commodities to 
use any portion of any street, save and except the municipal produce market, for selling, vending or exchanging 
of vegetables, produce or other perishable commodities. (2001 Code, sec. 94-358; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, 
adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-359.     Established; location. 
There is established a municipal produce market on lots 8, 9 and the south half of lot 10 of block 162 of the 
original town site. The street address for the municipal produce market is 713 Ohio Street. (2001 Code, sec. 
94-359; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-360.     Appointment of market manager. 
The municipal produce market shall be under the direction of a market manager who may be appointed by the 
city manager or by an approved lease agreement. Duties of the market manager shall be those prescribed by 
section 94-361. (2001 Code, sec. 94-360; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-361.     Duties of market manager. 



It shall be the duty of the market manager to: 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-361; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-362.     Fees for rental of stalls. 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-362; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-363.     Producer certification; producer’s employee. 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-363; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-364.     Right to refuse stall rental; ejection of persons renting stalls; operation through agent 
after rejection. 
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Sec. 94-365.     Use of designated areas. 
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Sec. 94-366.     Rubbish, refuse and litter disposal. 



No person shall throw, place or permit to be thrown or placed on the municipal produce market or any part thereof 
or the public streets adjacent thereto any rubbish, refuse or litter of any kind or any vegetable or produce which is 
likely to become dangerous or offensive to the public. All spoiled produce must be placed in plastic bags prior to 
being placed in designated disposal bins on the market premises. (2001 Code, sec. 94-366; Ordinance 28-2012, 
sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-367.     Use during closed hours. 
No person shall enter, occupy, use or leave any produce, commodity, container, box, crate, basket, motor vehicle 
or other type of personal property of any description within the limits of the municipal produce market during such 
time as the market is closed, without the permission of the market manager. (2001 Code, sec. 94-367; Ordinance 
28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-368.     Holding stalls by trick, scheme or artifice. 
It shall be unlawful for any person occupying a stall in the municipal produce market to resort to any trick or 
scheme or artifice, to ask prices which are unreasonable when compared to prices asked for similar products at 
that time, or to refuse to sell his merchandise for the purpose of holding a stall. Such action on the part of a 
person in holding a stall shall be sufficient cause for the market manager to forfeit all rights, including fees paid, to 
such stall by such person. (2001 Code, sec. 94-368; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-369.     Removal of unattended products. 
If products are left unattended in a stall for two hours at the municipal produce market, the market manager may 
forfeit the renter’s right to the stall and dispose of the products. (2001 Code, sec. 94-369; Ordinance 28-2012, 
sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-370.     Minimum quantities. 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-370; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-371.     Restrictions on types of products. 
No person may offer for sale any product prohibited by the market manager. The market manager is authorized to 
determine the types of products which may not be sold in the municipal produce market. (2001 Code, sec. 
94-371; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-372.     Consumption of alcohol. 
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(2001 Code, sec. 94-372; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-373.     Price fixing. 
A person, as a producer or dealer at the municipal produce market, commits an offense if he agrees to fix or raise 
prices of products with another producer or dealer. (2001 Code, sec. 94-373; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 
5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-374.     Animals prohibited. 
It shall be unlawful for any owner, keeper, or person having the custody or control of any dog, cat, or other animal 
to cause or permit such animal to go into or upon the municipal produce market. (2001 Code, sec. 94-374; 
Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-375.     Display of produce; sale of produce not fit for human consumption. 
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*,-(%./%01(%23/.4.5,-%5)+734(%2,)6(0%,/<%5)+734(%3/'.0%'+)%132,/%4+/*3250.+/%+)%+01()8.*(%/+0%
*3.0,;-(%'+)%*,-(%+/%01(%23/.4.5,-%5)+734(%2,)6(0%;(4,3*(%+'%,:(9%7.*(,*(9%7,2,:(%+)%+01()%4+/7.0.+/*%
,''(40./:%01(%81+-(*+2(/(**%+'%01(%5)+734(C%R0%*1,--%;(%3/-,8'3-%'+)%,/<%5()*+/%0+%;)./:%./0+%01(%
5)+734()*U%*(40.+/%+'%01(%23/.4.5,-%5)+734(%2,)6(0%+)%0+%*(--9%+''()%'+)%*,-(9%+)%(?5+*(%'+)%*,-(%./%01(%
5)+734()*U%*(40.+/%,/<%5)+734(%81.41%1,*%;((/%./%4+-7%*0+),:(%+)%81.41%1,*%;((/%,)0.'.4.,--<%).5(/(79%
81.41%.*%+E()).5(%+)%.22,03)(9%81.41%.*%7,2,:(7%+)%7.*(,*(79%+)%81.41%.*%,''(40(7%;<%,/<%4+/7.0.+/%01,0%
8+3-7%)(/7()%01(%5)+734(%3/*3.0,;-(%'+)%*,-(%./%01(%5)+734()*U%*(40.+/C%>1(%7(4.*.+/%+'%01(%2,)6(0%
2,/,:()%*1,--%;(%'./,-%./%7(0()2././:%01(%Q3,-.0<9%4+/7.0.+/%,/7%81+-(*+2(/(**%+'%,--%5)+734(%+'%01(%
23/.4.5,-%5)+734(%2,)6(0C%F--%5)+734(%*1,--%;(%*3;S(40%0+%./*5(40.+/%;<%01(%2,)6(0%2,/,:()%,0%,--%0.2(*9%
,/7%,/<%5()*+/%81+%',.-*%+)%)('3*(*%0+%5()2.0%*341%./*5(40.+/%*1,--%'+)'(.0%,--%).:10*%0+%1.*%*0,--%,/7%*1,--9%
35+/%./*0)340.+/%+'%01(%2,)6(0%2,/,:()9%.22(7.,0(-<%E,4,0(%01(%*0,--C 
(2001 Code, sec. 94-375; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-376.     Vehicles blocking driveways. 
It shall be unlawful for any person to park, stop or stand a motor vehicle on any of the driveways in the municipal 
produce market in such a manner as to block or prevent the passing of other vehicles. (2001 Code, sec. 94-376; 
Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-377.     Illegal parking. 

!,#$%$%$R0%*1,--%;(%3/-,8'3-%'+)%,/<%5()*+/%0+%5,)6%,%-+,7(7%5)+734(%0)346%+/%,/<%5+)0.+/%+'%01(%23/.4.5,-%
5)+734(%2,)6(0%8.01+30%5,<2(/0%+'%)(Q3.)(7%,55-.4,;-(%'((*C 

!;#$%$%$R0%*1,--%;(%3/-,8'3-%0+%5,)6%E(1.4-(*%'+)%-+,7./:%53)5+*(*%3/7()%*1(7*%./%,/<%2,//()%01,0%8.--%;-+46%
7).E(8,<*%+)%4,3*(%4+/:(*0.+/%+'%0),''.4%'-+8%3/7()%*1(7*C 

!4#$%$%$R0%*1,--%;(%3/-,8'3-%0+%5,)6%,/<%3/,301+).X(7%E(1.4-(%35+/%01(%23/.4.5,-%5)+734(%2,)6(0C 
(2001 Code, sec. 94-377; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-378.     Display of broken or sliced melons or fruit. 
Produce samples may only be distributed at the municipal produce market if sanitary operations outlined in the 
Texas Health and Safety Code as applied to municipally owned farmer’s markets are met as determined by the 
Health District. (2001 Code, sec. 94-378; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12; Ordinance 31-2012, sec. 1, 
adopted 6/5/12) 
Sec. 94-379.     Obstructing sidewalks. 
It shall be unlawful for anyone to place any barrel, box, crate, wood, vehicle, merchandise, or other substances 
on any sidewalk in the municipal produce market so as to obstruct, entirely or in part, passage along such 
sidewalk or any part thereof. (2001 Code, sec. 94-379; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-380.     Fraudulent sale or possession of inferior produce. 
It shall be unlawful for any person at the municipal produce market, with intent to deceive or to defraud, to sell, 
offer for sale, expose for sale or to possess for sale any box, basket, crate, bag, or other container containing 
produce, merchandise or other commodity of a quality inferior to that with which such container is apparently 
filled. (2001 Code, sec. 94-380; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, adopted 5/1/12) 
Sec. 94-381.     Cleanliness of wet fabric to cover produce. 
All burlap bags, sacks, cloth or other fabric, when used while wet to protect produce by persons utilizing the 
municipal produce market, must be thoroughly laundered and cleaned before being used for such purpose. The 
decision of the market manager as to the cleanliness of such fabric shall be final. When the market manager has 
determined that a fabric is too dirty for use on produce, the owner thereof must have such fabric laundered and 
cleaned before he shall be authorized to use the fabric. (2001 Code, sec. 94-381; Ordinance 28-2012, sec. 1, 
adopted 5/1/12)


